Introducing...

AC Propulsion's Long Ranger

The Long Ranger is a compact, lightweight trailer housing a small internal combustion engine and generator. The aerodynamic trailer is towed behind the electric vehicle enabling the driver to extend his range by 200 miles per 5 gallon tank of fuel. It is also completely detachable, making it possible for the car to remain primarily a zero emissions vehicle. With the addition of the Long Ranger, electric vehicles are not limited to "local commuter" status anymore.

- Power Output: 9kW
- Output Voltage: up to 400V DC
- Fuel: Gasoline
- Tank Capacity: 5 Gallons
- Remote Manual On / Off

NOW ACCEPTING ORDERS FOR PROTOTYPE UNITS

AC Propulsion, Inc.
462 Borrego Court, Unit B
San Dimas, CA 91773 phone (909) 592-5399